The Airway App: exploring the role of smartphone technology to capture emergency front-of-neck airway experiences internationally.
In this exploratory study we describe the utility of smartphone technology for anonymous retrospective observational data collection of emergency front-of-neck airway management. The medical community continues to debate the optimal technique for emergency front-of-neck airway management. Although individual clinicians infrequently perform this procedure, hundreds are performed annually worldwide. Ubiquitous smartphone technology and internet connectivity have created the opportunity to collect these data. We created the 'Airway App', a smartphone application to capture the experiences of healthcare providers involved in emergency front-of-neck airway procedures. In the first 18-month period, 104 emergency front-of-neck airway management reports were received; 99 (95%) were internally valid and unique from 21 countries. Eighty-one (82%) were performed by non-surgeons and 63 (64%) were 'cannot intubate, cannot oxygenate' emergencies. Overall first-attempt success varied by technique; 45 scalpel-bougie cricothyroidotomy (37 first-attempt success), 25 surgical cricothyroidotomy (15 first-attempt success), eight cannula cricothyroidotomy (five first-attempt success), six wire-guided cricothyroidotomy (three first-attempt success) and 15 tracheostomy reports (11 first-attempt success). The most commonly reported positive human factors were good communication, good teamwork and/or skilled personnel. The most commonly reported negative human factors were fixation on multiple tracheal intubation attempts, delay in initiating emergency front-of-neck airway and/or the failure to plan for failure. Due to the anonymous nature of reporting, reports are open to recollection bias and spurious reporting. We conclude collection of data using a smartphone application is feasible and has the potential to expand our knowledge of emergency front-of-neck airway management.